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of people with autism or 
more have one or more 
chronic sleep problems


80%
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The Past Near Future

Chromosome22 is the 
first chromosome fully 
sequenced

1999


1960

First super computer1936


Turing machine

1972

The introduction of electronic 
medical records

1965

Autism Society of America (ASA) 
founded 


1955 - 1964

The Refrigerator Mother theory 
Popularized by Bruno Bettelheim, 

debunked by Bernie Rimland

1988

Rain Man movie

raises public awareness of 
autism


1995

Cure Autism Now (CAN) 
founded 



1998

Controversial issues of MMR vaccine 
thought to be a cause of autism. This 
finding was quickly debunked.



1991

US Government makes autism a 
special education category


1994

Asperger's Syndrome is 
added to the DSM


1987

DSM-3 expands autism to a 
“spectrum” and includes a checklist 
of diagnostic criteria 


2013

The DSM-5 redefines the social and language conditions into one 
umbrella diagnosis of autism spectrum disorder (ASD). 

Asperger's Syndrome is no longer a separate condition.


1993

Study concludes Applied 
Behavior Analysis (ABA) 
therapy can treat autism 


2010s

Fecal microbiota transplant 
studies in ASD patients


1997

AGRE database created

2006

Interactive Autism 
Network (IAN) database 
developed

2003

Autism Genome Project 
completed with inconclusive 
findings

1967

Autism Research Institute 
(ARI) founded



1977

Twins study concludes autism is 
biological condition



1920s

Electroshock therapy 

used to treat autism

1944

Hans Asperger identifies subgroup of high-functioning, 
socially awkward boys

1943

Leo Kanner MD publishes paper on 

rare disorder, “early infantile autism”


Gastrointestinal (GI) Disorders 




more common among children 
with autism than other children

80X

Feeding and eating issues



 

more common among children 
with autism than other children

70X
Epilepsy



 

of people with autism are 
affected by seizure disorder

30%

Psychiatric DiagnosisDiagnosis Behavioral Diagnosis Biology Diagnosis

tailored Interventions  
From groups to individuals

By collecting and analyzing high quality data 
across populations, we will identify treatments 


and care plans tailored to individuals. This will 
ultimately improve quality of care for all.

Comorbidities 

Autism, a complex chronic 
disease, is still poorly understood.


Where we have been and 
where we are going

Timeline of Autism and Precision Medicine history 

How Precision Medicine will help 
us find answers for Autism


Much has changed over the last seven decades since autism 
was first identified as a diagnosis in 1943.  We now know that 
autism covers more than one disorder, most likely caused by a 
combination of genetic and environmental factors, and is still 
widely misunderstood. There are still no approved 
pharmaceutical treatments for its biological causes.

Precision Medicine will help us accelerate the 
investigation of this complex multi-factorial condition 
with a goal of understanding the various forms of the 
disorder to improve the health of all people with autism.

in 2018


1 in 59 Children 

diagnosed with ASD


on the rise

Autism incidence

in the US is


1908

Autism first used to describe a 
subset of schizophrenia
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The increase is due in part to improvements 
in monitoring and diagnostic techniques.

Boys are 4 times more likely 
to be diagnosed than girls.

Stage zero detection

We will detect early symptoms and take 
preventative steps through use of 
individualized care plans. We will have more 
effective choices in antibiotics and targeted 
drugs, fit exactly for the condition at hand.



Longitudinal Record

Data collected will encompass all of the 
determinants of health, from individual 
biology to behavior to zip code. It will come 
from many sources such as wearable 
devices, electronic health records, and 
community data on our neighborhoods.

Precision Medicine will use data 

big and small to revolutionize 

how we prevent, diagnose, and 

treat diseases
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To improve diagnosis, the causes and risk factors for cases of autism 
spectrum disorder need to be accurately identified. High fidelity ODLs 
(observations of daily living) combined with genetics and biome data, 
will pave the way for researchers to develop better ASD diagnosis. 




Know the cause


SensOmics 
watch

smart phones

smart devices

near-invisible 
wearbles

Biometrics will track key physiological changes. Near-invisible 
wearables and ambient devices will collect and predict real time, next 
hour, or next week remedies. Take care of your loved ones, manage 
your care plans, and control your data from anywhere, at anytime.



Better health at Home


By collecting data from a cohort study consisting of deep profiling 
across the nation, will generate subclassification data of one 
heterogenous spectrum into many specific, treatable subtypes. 
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We will be able to define, manage and treat autism at the individual level

The Promising Future
This project aims to better understand Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) via a novel, tech-enabled 
longitudinal approach, with the ultimate goal of managing and treating the syndrome at the individual level. 



